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Abstract 

A partial study for a 6 GeV undulator based syn- 
chrotron radiation source for production of high 
brightness undulator radiation, in the A region, is 
presented.The basic lattice adopted for the storage 
ring is a hybrid FODO Chasman-Green lattice, making use 
of gradient in the dipoles. We discuss also the e beam 
current limits and the injection parameters. 

Introduction 

The actual trend for a large synchrotron radiation 
facility is to use a 6 GeV electron storage ring with a 
small emittance of the electron beam and with a large 
number of straight section for the insertion of wiggler 
and undulators. A complete and detailed design for 
this kfnd of facility has been carried out by the ESRP 
group2 The European design is based on the Chasman- 
Green lattice that has been studied extensively. From 
this study a number of problems associated with a low 
emittance C-G lattice were in evidence, and study of 
possible alternate magnetic lattices became important. 

For these reasons we present here a study of a 
storage r$ng based on a magnetic structure recently 
proposed. The point that we want to emphasize is 
that we try to pursue, where it is possible, a princi- 
ple of simplicity for the architecture of the machine 
suggested not only by cost considerations but also by 
the requirement of relatively easy commissioning and 
operation. In addition the possibility to operate the 
machine at higher energy is kept open. 

Characteristics of the Storage Ring 

The lattice of the storage ring consists of 28 
periods with 28 six meter long straight sections. One 
half of the standard cell is characterized by the fol- 
lowing magnetic sequence: 
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Fig. 2. 6 and off-energy rl functions for one period. 
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Fig. 3. Horizontal and vertical r.m.s. electron beam 
dimensions for one period and for 10% coupling. 

Table I. Main Ring Parameters. 

and has reflection symmetry. The dipoles have a verti- 
cal focusing gradient with a field index n = 106.4. 

The layout of one period is shown in Fig. 1: 
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Fig. 1. Layout of one period. 

The period length is 33.67 m with 20.35 m of free space 
and this allows easy extraction of the radiation from 
the insertion devices, as well as from the bending mag- 
nets. The optical functions and the beam dimensions 
for one period are plotted in Fig. '2 and Fig. 3, re- 
spectively, while the main ring parameters are listed 
in Table I. 
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Energy 
Circumference 
Periods 
Long strolghts 
No of O~polae 
Dipole field 
Dipole central gap 
Hognetlc rodlus 
Field tncer n 

No of Ouadrupoles 

Max field grodvant 
No of Saxtupoles 
Max flold 2nd darlv. 
Her. betatron tune 
VW. botatron tune 
Energy loss/turn 
Energy epraod 
Momentum camp. 
Hor.emltt. (0 coupl) 
Oomplng t,mee, TX 

'TY 
Ts 

Hor.nat.chrom. 

Vw.not.chrom. 
Closed orblt max 

ompl. factora Pax 
PBx 

PQY 
PBY 

6 COY 
942.76 m 
28 
28x6 m 
84x2.24 m 
6683 G 
4.9 mm 

29.947 m 
106.4 
112x70 cm 
112x35 cm 
111.5 kC/a 
168x40 cm 
140 kC/d 
31.32 
t6.32 
3.83 MeV 
.1x 
4.1x10‘ 
4.9xlO*rn-rad 
6.87 moec 
9.86 mwac 
6.30 nl9PC 
-46.7 
-31.2 

75 
2 mm 
92 
20 ml 
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The combined function dipoles should not be a seri- 
ous problem because with a maximum field of - .67T at 
6 GeV, a field index n = 106.4 and a magnetic length of 
2.24 m they can be regarded as conventional. We checked 
with the computer code POISSON that a deviation of - 

10v4 from the ideal field shape at f 20 mm could be 
easily achieved. 

For the chromaticity correction we use 6 sextupoles/ 
period subdivided in two families. This approach gives 
a satisfactory chromatic behavior and dynamic aperture 
(see Fig. 4) and provides for enough flexibility to ex- 
tend the number of sextupole families to possibly six 
for correcting the additional chromatic aberrations in- 
troduced by incorporating a variety of low 8 insertions. 
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Fig. 4. Dynamical aperture as obtained with PATRICIA4 at 
the long straight section midpoint for Ap/p = 1% 
and with synchrotron oscillations for a correc- 

ted value of chromaticity CH = SV = 0. 

Current Limits 

The threshold total average current IL and IT 

for the longitudinal and transverse coupled bunch modes 
are given by 

2p - 2 
1 am -= 

TS 

I 0 53 (!J,s) 
L 2rEv 

s 2p’(!J - I)! 
% ,eff , 

and 

2u 
1 

- = IT 

ec ae 
T 4rrEu 

- ,(u,s) 

Y y z” u! T,eff, 

where T,, Ty are the synchrotron and betatron damp- 

ing times, vy and us the vertical and synchrotron 

tunes, u the head-tail mode number, s the symmetrical 
coupled bunch mode number, M the number of bunches and 
the effective resistences are related to the resistive 
parts, Q(w) and I+(W), of the longitudinal and 
transverse impedance by 

RL[ (nM + s + ws)uo]e 
-hM+s)2ug2, 

and 

R(“s)= I(nM+s-v T,eff n Y 
+ d v)'~%[ (n~+s-vy+us )wo]. 

exp[-(nM + s - vy + Svy/a)2ue2] 

We assume that the dominant source of the coupled 
bunch instabilities are the RF cavities, and base our 

calculations on the adoption of LEP-Cavity (350 MHz) of 
CERN or VUV-Cavity (50MHz) of BNL. The important para- 
sitic mode impedances for these cavities have been 

reported in Ref. (5)) (6) and (7). To calculate T, 

and Ty, 7 we assume the energy loss due to the radia- 

tion of the insertion devices to be 30% of that at the 
dipole magnets. To specify the RF-voltage and the syn- 
chronous phase angle, we require the energy acceptance 
of the RF-bucket to be 10 oE. 

The RF voltage and the synchronous phase angle for 
the 350 MHz cavity are 6.1 MV and 126.5’, and those for 
5 MHz cavity are 5.3 MV and 109.8”. The results of the 
calculations are listed in the following tables. 

Table II. Longitudinal Coupled Bunch Instabilities 

fRF=350 MHZ 

PARASITIC MODES THRESHOLD CURRENT <mA) 

f (MHz) a R (Mohm) 

506 40600 1. 30 
920 40700 0. 75 

1163 50400 0. 33 
1204 70400 0. 36 
1745 66500 0. 37 
1990 66700 0.20 

507 20278 0. 20 121 1470 

859 537 I 0. 19 102 431 

1300 14723 0.24 102 188 

1447 9295 0. 40 70 104 

1538 9615 0. 41 76 100 

FRF-50 MHZ 

p=1 )A=2 

61 10713 
60 3169 

110 3646 
98 3027 
71 1039 

120 1350 

Table III. Transverse Coupled Bunch Instabilities 

fRF=350 MHZ 

PARASITIC HOOES THRESHOLD CURRENT (mA) 

f (MHz) 

614 
762 

1072 
I325 
1563 

507 
579 

The broad 

0 

70BOO 
55800 
50100 
66600 
66600 

20278 
2184 

R (Hohm/n) p=o 

18. 0 45 

19. 4 42 

12.4 68 

19. 4 45 

5. 2 172 

FRF-50 MHZ 

. 00800 116700 

.00065 1518500 

P=l 

5370 
3264 
2646 
1137 
3074 

1400000 
14000000 

band impedance may cause fast head-tail 
instabilities. We adopt here a crude estimate for the 
transverse fast head-tail mode threshold current. we 
assume it to be that current which is large enough to 
cause the rigid dipole mode frequency shift to equal the 
synchrotron frequency.The broad band impedance is chosen 
to be that of a Q = 1 resonance at frequency f,,, = 
2c/b with shunt longitudinal En/n at resonance to be 
1.5 ohms. The reactive part of the tansverse impedance 
is given by 

XT(f) = 1.5 2 1 1 - 2x2 

b2 2’fres 2x2 + (1 - 2x2)2 

where x = f/fres and b = 

radius. 

The single threshold 
for 350 MHz RF frequency 
quency. 

2 cm is the effective chamber 

current thus obtained is 1.9 mA 
and 2.1 mA for 50 MHz RF fre- 
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Storage Ring e- or e+ Accumulation Rates 

For the beam injector for the storage ring two sys- 
tem are under study. These are a (i) 150 MeV' Micro- 
tron - 6 GeV fast cycling Booster Synchrotron electron 
accelerator combination and a (ii) 200 MeV e- Linac - 
800 MeV e+ Linac - 6 GeV Booster Synchrotron positron 

source. The reason for contemplating the use of posi- 
trons for the generation of synchrotron radiation in 
the storage ring is because of the deleterious effects 
encountered in present electron storage rings due to 
ion trapping in the potential well of the electrons, 
both in terms of substantial decrease in beam lifetime 
and in reducing the synchrotron radiation source 
brightness. 

The parameters of the Booster synchrotron and Mic- 
rotron preinjector, for the case of electron utiliza- 
tion in the storage ring, are summarized in Table IV. 

Table IV. Booster Synchrotron Elementary Parameters 

Baam energy 
Boom cwmnt 
Repetition I-Ova 
Beam emrttonces I Ex 

EY 
Energy spread 
Clrcumferenca 
Revolution froquoncy 
Dr~lnJPCtOr. f”lCPOtlWn I 

Energy 
lntenslty (b l)ceSx pulse) 

(- 3k3ec pulsP) 
Emlttonces. Ex = Ey 
Energy spread 

Aadtofrequancyl (hormonlc number) 
No e/bunch .multtbunch mode 
No e/bunch . angle bunch mode 
Energy loss/turn 
RF voltage (max). (q=!.6) 
RF COVI~LPB . 5 cells .(L-2.32 m) 

6.0 GPV 
5 mh 
10 Hz 
1.5x10-'n-rod 
1.7 IO-@m-rod 
.1X 
297.7 m 
1.01 MHz 

0.15 GeV 
20 mh 
40 mh 
to-'m-rad 
0.071 
317.2 MHz I (h-315) 
3. 9x!OG 

7.Bxld 
4.67 HeV 
7.38 MV 
4 

For the positron source option the use of a Linear 
Accelerator-Booster Synchrotron combination is consid- 
ered. The parimeters are based on the LEP positron 
source design. Since, however, a substantially longer 
pulse length is required in the present case, the elec- 
tron preaccelerator parameters are scaled by maintain- 
ing the total number of electrons incident on the con- 
verter target the same (1012/pulse). The resultant 
parameters of the positron source are given in Table 
V. Using these source parameters, the overall transfer 
parameters have been evaluated for both the e- and ef 
case and are listed in Table VI. 

Table V. Positron Source 

Electron pr~,njector 100 KY - 0.4 A 

ElPCtxOrl L1na.2 200 MeV - 0.16 A 

con"Prter - ellxtron on target 10'2/pulse 

PDsltron Llnac 800 MeV 

Repetition rate to Hz 

Pos~tron/Electron ratio (.04/GeV) .008 

Posltron Llnac - 85X 'bite' 0. 6 

,&(pos1tron/~loctron) 0.004 

Pw1tron CUrrPnt 0.64 mh 

Ex = Ey ( 5 BSX ) 3.2~10~ m-rod 

Energy spread ( ( 85X ) (+/-I 0. 01 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

Table VI. Beam Transfer Parameters 

E ""LTU"~ E-511&E )""CH E+,wTIBU~C" 

PREIWECTOP "ICROTRO" "lCROTR0" LIII4C 
EIIERBY C&V) o-15 0.15 0.2(E-)-i,-8(Et) 

CURREW (MA) 20 40 
P"LSi LE"6TH (.SEC) 1 0.003 
REP RITE (Hz) In 10 
E,= E,(85X) (M.RAD) 1 IO“ 2 lo- 
(&E/E) (8511 (+/-I n.7 in-' 1 10-j 
(PREIMJECTOR*BOOSTEI , (252) (251) 

BOOSTER (E*Ev: c= 297.6 II; H- Jfi) 

0.64 

1 

10 (30) 

3 lo-‘ 
1 10-Z 
(12.51) 

CURRENT (MAI 5 0.032 

PART/BE*nS 3.1 ln'"E- 2.0 IfIB E- 

PART/BUCKET I.0 108 E- 2.0 108 E- 

PEP R*TE (Hz) In 10 

(BOOSTE.-STORAGE RI"6 ) (502) (501) 

0.m 

5.0 108 E+ 
1.6 106 L' 

10 (JO) 

(501) 

STORA6E RIMS (E = 6 f&V; C= 952.5 ", n = 19081 

CURRENT (MA) 200 200 
PARTIBEAII 3.9 ID" 2.&O'L 3.9 10" 
PART/BUCKET 3.9 IO' 2.0 10" 3.9 10' 
CHIRE1.6 TIM (WIN.) 0.43 3.36 26.6C8.9) 
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